Newton number, Kepler's conjecture, Happy End Problem and some packing and structural problems will be discussed. Highlighted are open problems.
Introduction
For the problems of discrete geometry is symptomatic their clearness. The formulation of the problem is very simply and the understanding obviously requires no special knowledge. However, the solution often requires certain dose of ingeniousness and the method of the solution changes from the problem to the another problem. Obviously, my choice of the problems is subjective and many articles and books have been written about most of them. Many of them can be found in the references and the substantial part of those is easily attainable. For this reason I will present here only brief information about selected problems.
Newton number
Newton number (also kissing number) ) (
in  d dimensional space is defined as the maximum number of non-overlapping unit spheres that can be arranged such that they each touch another given unit sphere. Trivially, 2 ) ( was correctly proved by Schütte and van der Waerden [ScvW53] only in 1953 and a little later very elegant proof was published by Leech [Le56] . Extremely symmetric lattices found Leech [Le64] , Musin [Mu03] For other contexts see also [An04] , [Bö03] , [Bö04] , [EdRS98] , [De72] , [EriZ01] , [Had55] , [Had57] , [Zo98] , [Hor75] , [BMP05] .
Happy End problem
Find the smallest integer ) (n f such that every set of ) (n f points in general position in the plane contains the vertices of some convex  n gon.
Conjecture. (Erdős -Szekeres
there is the smallest number ) (n f such that from any ) (n f points in general position in the plane one can choose n points such that they form the vertices of a convex  n gon.
Only estimates are known: [ErS60] -this lower bound is perhaps the best possible one). See [ChuG98] , [KlP98] and [TóV98] for small improvements of the upper bound.
Conjecture. ([Er78]
) From a sufficiently large number ) (n G points in general position in the plane is always possible to choose n points such that they are the vertices of an empty convex  n gon, so such  n gon which contains no other point of the given  ) (n G point set in his interior.
Natural task is to find the smallest possible value of
. Surprisingly, Horton [Ho83] for every n constructed such set of n points that does not contain the vertices of an empty convex  7 gon, and thus proved the result
Estimates for the value ) 6 ( G are in [Va92] , [Ov03] , [Ni07] , [Ge08] , [Kos07] and generalizations in [BiF89] , [BiF89b] , [BK01] , [PaT00] , [PóV02] .
Sylvester -Gallai theorem
Sylvester [Sy893] : "Is it true that any finite set of points in the Euclidean plane, not all on a line, has two elements whose connecting line does not pass through a third?" Such connecting line is called ordinary line. The number of ordinary lines determined by finite noncollinear point set we denote by 2 l .
Theorem. (Sylvester -Gallai) Non-collinear finite point set determines at least one ordinary line.
The most beautiful proof comes from L. M. Kelly; Kelly's proof is published in [Cox48] and also in excellent book [AiZ04] 
with diameter at most 1 and with a total volume at most V can be packed into Both of previous problems are well grasp because specific systems of boxes are packed. Good estimates are in [Je94] and [Je95] , better estimates in [Bá90] , [Bá90b] , [Bá98b] and almost sharp estimates (using a computer) in [Pau98] . But the precise answers are still not known.
Problem. ([MoM67])
Determine the least number A such that every system of squares with total area 1 can be parallely packed into some rectangle with area A .
Kleitman and Krieger [KlK70] proved that every such finite system can be packed into the rectangle with sides 1 and 3 and this upper estimate they improved in [KlK75] holds. Just this equality he showed also for 6, 7 and  8 element systems in [No02] . This significantly strengthens the belief in the validity of the conjecture that the above mentioned 4-element system of squares is extremal. The upper estimate only recently improved (using a computer by a suitable discretization) Hougardy [Hou10] Because of the position of the ball is precisely determined by the position of its centre, we can consider admissible arrangement of the centres of balls.
For the positive integer k denote ) (k h the greatest number such that into the circle with radius 1 can be packed k points such that the least distance of pairs of the packed points is 
for d sufficiently large ([BáB03]) was improved on the base of writing communication [Ma] and using [FeK93] and [KaL78] 
. Using [Ma] was shown also nontrivial lower estimate
Mix
If we take n points in the plane, 4  n , then not all pairs of the points can determine the same distance. Therefore it is natural to ask ( [Er46] ) at most how many times occurs the same distance. Sharp values were found only for 14  n .
Because just looking problem -despite numerous attempts -is still not fixed, it offers a wide variety of different approaches (often initiated by Erdős Only few of those partial problems were completely solved. * * * One of the central problems of discrete geometry is so called decomposition, i.e. to divide the body into smaller parts. Very easily it can be shown that the circle with diameter D can be divided into three parts with smaller diameter, but it cannot be divided into two parts with smaller diameters. Easily can be proved also the first part of the 3-dimensional analog, namely that the ball of diameter D can be divided into four parts with smaller diameters.
Borsuk [Bors32] proved for any 2 
